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This course will provide foundational level

knowledge of cloud services and how those

services are provided with Microsoft Azure.

The course can be taken as an optional first

step in learning about cloud services and

Microsoft Azure, before taking further

Microsoft Azure or Microsoft cloud services

courses.

There are no prerequisites for taking

this course. Technical IT experience is

not required however some general IT

knowledge or experience would be

beneficial.

PREREQUISITE

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN

Completely manage your Azure

subscription, including  network

configurations, backups,

implementation or solutions, apps &

containers, and monitoring
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Features of a common AI workload such as predictions,

forecasting, anomaly, detection, computer vision, Natural

Language Process / Knowledge Mining, conversational AI 

Guiding principles for Responsible AI such as fairness,

reliability, privacy & security,  inclusiveness,

transparency, accountability

Module 1: Artificial Intelligence Workloads & Considerations

Machine learning types 

Core Machine Learning concepts 

Core tasks in a machine learning solution 

No-code machine learning

Module 2: Fundamental Principles of Machine Learning on

Azure

Common types of Computer Vision Solutions such as

image classification, object detection, semantic

segmentation, optical character recognition, facial

detection, recognition, and analytics

Computer vision Tools & Services on Azure such as

custom vision, face service, form recognizer

Module 3: Computer Vision Workloads on Azure

Features of common NLP such as key phrase extraction,

entity recognition, sentiment analysis, language modeling,

speech recognition & synthesis, translation

NLP tools & services on Azure such as text analytics,

language understanding intelligence, speech, text

translator

Module 4: Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Use cases for conversational AI such as chat bots,

telephone voice menu, personal digital assistant

Conversational AI services on Azure such as QnA marker,

bot Framework

Module 5: Conversational AI workload on Azure


